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Abstract. This paper presents a group signature scheme called AdHocSign for
dynamically formed groups, to support accountable and anonymous access to
outsourced data. Each user is assigned a certain set of attributes and the secrets
associated with these attributes when joining the system; the access to outsourced
data is regulated by a logical expression of attribute which defines an ad hoc group
of authorized users. The proposed AdHocSign enables a user who is allowed to
access a piece of data to authenticate himself/herself to the host of the data using
its preloaded secrets and some auxiliary information provided by the host; no
extra secrets are needed to be distributed to the users when new access structures
are constructed or existing access structures are modified. The selfless-anonymity
and traceability of the AdHocSign scheme has been proved based on the hardness
assumption of the q-SDH and the Decisional Linear problems.

1 Introduction
With wide application of Internet, especially the increasing adoption of the cloud com-
puting paradigm, storing sensitive user data to un-trusted, remote hosts on Internet has
been popular. The outsourced sensitive data are often stored in an encrypted form to
protect the confidentiality from their hosts. To realize fine-grained control of accesses
to the encrypted data, attribute-based encryption schemes (ABE) [1,8,3] have been pro-
posed. Particularly, with the ciphertext-policy ABE scheme (CP-ABE) [3], each user
owns a set of attributes and a set of secrets derived from the attributes. When a piece
of encrypted data is outsourced to a host, the data is labeled with an access structure to
specify who are allowed to access the data; the access structure is expressed in attributes
and logical operations over the attributes. A user is allowed to access certain data if and
only if the attributes owned by the user satisfy the access structure of the data.

In addition to fine-grained access control, the ABE schemes also supports anonymity
as well as system dynamism and scalability. Specifically, a user can access the data that
he/she is authorized to access without exposing his/her identity to the data host; also,
when a new access structure is defined for certain encrypted data, there is no need to
distribute new attributes or secrets to users or change the attributes or secrets owned
already by users. The ABE schemes, however, do not provide accountability, which
is necessary to trace out misbehaving users and stop them from abusing the privacy
preservation features.

To provide user accountability while supporting access control and user anonymity,
the existing group signature schemes [2,5,7] may be applied in some simple scenarios.



Particularly, if an access structure is defined as only one attribute, i.e., who are allowed
to access a piece of data can always be specified as the set of users who own a certain
attribute, the group signature schemes can be applied as follows: For each attribute, all
users owning the attribute form a group. A group public key can be computed for the
group by a trusted authority. When a user is given this attribute, the trusted authority
computes a unique private key and gives it to the user. For a host hosting some data
that can only be accessed by users owning this attribute, it is given the public key of
the group. Based on the above key distribution, each user owning this attribute can
authenticate himself/herself to the data host without exposing his/her identity. When
needed, the authority is able to reveal the identify of authenticated user according to the
messages (i.e., signature) sent by the user during the authentication process.

If the access structure of the data is complex, however, applying the group signature
schemes may be inefficient or infeasible. Suppose the access structure for certain data is
a1∧a2∧(a3∨a4), meaning only users who own attribute a1, a2 and either a3 or a4, are
allowed to access the data. To apply the group signature scheme, an ad hoc group may
have to be formed to include all the users who are allowed to access the data according
to the above access structure.

We propose a new signature scheme, named AdHocSign, for ad hoc groups that are
defined dynamically according to access structures. The key ideas are as follows: (i)
Instead of distributing group private keys to the members of an ad hoc group when the
group is created (i.e., when a new access structure is defined), the new scheme pre-
loads some key materials to individual users when they join the system and are given
attributes. (ii) When certain data is posted to a host, the host is given certain auxiliary
information that is computed by a trusted authority according to the access structure of
the data. (iii) When a user needs to access a piece of data, it contacts the host of the data
to obtains the access structure of the data and the afore-mentioned auxiliary information
pre-loaded to the host by the authority. If the user’s attributes satisfy the access structure
(i.e., the user is a member of the ad hoc group defined by the access structure), the
user can compute his/her own private key for the ad hoc group based on the auxiliary
information and pre-loaded key materials, and authenticates himself/herself to the host.
The user does not expose his/her identity or ownership of attributes (unless the ad hoc
group is defined based on a single attribute or a conjunction of attributes) during the
authentication.

In the following, background and formal overview of the AdHocSign scheme are
presented in Section 2. Sections 3 and 4 elaborate the design and analysis of the AdHoc-
Sign scheme for conjunction-only access structures and for general access structures.
Section 5 summarizes related work and Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Preliminaries

System Model We consider a distributed system composed of one or multiple data
storage sites (called data hosts), multiple users, and an authority trusted by all the users
and hosts. To facilitate access control to the data stored at the hosts, a set of attributes
are defined. Each user e has a unique identity number denoted as xe ∈ Zp, where Zp

is a finite field of p elements and p is a large prime number, and is assigned a set of
attributes denoted as {ae,1, · · · , ae,ne}.



When a piece of data is posted to a host, who are allowed to access the data is
specified as a logical expression containing attributes and conjunction (∧) or disjunc-
tion (∨) operators on the attributes. We call the logical expression an access structure.
Generally, an access structure T can be defined as

T = DT1 ∧ · · · ∧DTs, (1)

where

DTi = aT,i,1 ∨ · · · ∨ aT,i,si (2)

for each i = 1, · · · , s. For example, T = a1 ∧ (a2 ∨ a3) ∧ (a4 ∨ a5 ∨ a6) is an access
structure defined based on attributes a1, · · · , a6.

As an access structure can be defined on the fly when a piece of data is posted, the
group of users allowed to access the data is not predefined; hence, we call such a group
an ad hoc group and our proposed scheme is to provide a mechanism for members of
such a group to sign messages in an anonymous and accountable manner. To protect
the confidentiality of the data, we assume a certain encryption scheme, for example, the
CP-ABE scheme [3], is used to encrypt the data to prevent the host and unauthorized
users from decrypting the data.

To summarize, when a user in our system wants to access a piece of data, he/she
first authenticates himself/herself to the host of the data using our proposed ad hoc
group signature (AdHocSign) scheme. After the authentication succeeds, the data, in
the encrypted form, is returned to the user, who can decrypt the data using the ABE
schemes. To facilitate the authentication and data decryption, a user is assigned some
attributes and secrets associated with the attributes when he/she joins the system.

Bilinear Pairing Let G1 be a multiplicative cyclic group of prime order p. Let g be a
generator of G1 and E be a bilinear map defined as E : G1 × G1 → G2. The bilinear
map E has the following properties: (i) Bilinearity: ∀g1, g2 ∈ G1 and a, b ∈ Zp, it
holds that E(ga1 , g

b
2) = E(g1, g2)

ab. (ii) Non-degeneracy: E(g, g) ̸= 1. We also assume
that G1 is a bilinear group. That is, the group operation in G1 and the bilinear map
E : G1 ×G1 → G2 are both efficiently computable.

Group Signature Scheme by Boneh and Shacham Our proposed AdHocSign scheme
is designed based on Boneh and Shacham’s verifier-local group signature scheme [5],
which includes the following primitives:

– BSG KeyGen(n). The primitive outputs a group public key gpk, user private keys
(gsk[1], · · · , gsk[n]), and user revocation tokens grt = (grt[1], · · · , grt[n]).

– BSG Sign(gpk,gsk[i],M ). The primitive outputs a signature σ of message M for
user i who owns private key gsk[i].

– BSG Verf(gpk,RL,σ,M ). The primitive verifies whether σ is a valid signature of
message M signed by any user whose membership has not been revoked (i.e., the
revocation key of the user is not in the revocation list RL).

– BSG Trace(M ,σ,grt). Given a message M , a signature σ of the message and the
vector of revocation tokens grt, the primitive outputs the index of the user who
generated the signature.



AdHocSign Primitives The AdHocSign scheme provides the following primitives:

– Setup. The primitive chooses system parameters.
– AttributeInit(a). The primitive chooses and outputs the secrets S[a] for attribute a.
– UserInit(e,A[e],S). The primitive takes as inputs an user ID e, the set of attributes
A[e] owned by the user, and the set of secrets S for all attributes. It outputs the
private key gske of the user.

– AccessStructureInit(T ,S). It takes as inputs an access structure T and the set of
secretes S for all attributes. It outputs the public key gpkT regarding T .

– Sign(gpkT ,gske,M ). This primitive takes as inputs the public key gpkT , a private
key gske of a certain user e, and a message M . It outputs signature σM,T , or NULL
if the attributes owned by the user do not satisfy T .

– Revoke(gpkT ,gske). The primitive is called to get the revocation token of user e
regarding access structure T . It takes as inputs the public key gpkT and the private
key gske, and outputs the revocation token grtT [e].

– Verf(gpkT ,RL,σ,M ). The primitive takes as inputs the public key gpkT , list RL of
revocation tokens, a signature σ and message M . It outputs valid if and only if σ is
a valid signature of M regarding T that was generated by a user not revoked.

– Trace(M ,σ,grtT ). This primitive takes as inputs M , σ and the set of revocation
tokens grtT . It outputs the ID of the user who generated σ.

Security Assumptions The AdHocSign scheme is designed based on the assumptions
about the hardness of the following problems. (i) q-Strong Diffie-Hellman (q-SDH)
Problem in G1: Given a (q + 1)-tuple g, gx, g(x

2), · · · , g(xq) of group G1 as input,
output a pair (c, g1/(x+c)) where c ∈ Zp. We say that the (q, t, ϵ)-SDH assumption
holds in G1 if no t-time algorithm has the probability of at least ϵ in solving the q-SDH
problem in G1. (ii) Decision Linear Problem in G1: Given u, v, h, ua, vb, hc ∈ G1 as
input, output yes if a+ b = c and no otherwise. We say that the (t, ϵ)-Decision Linear
assumption holds in G1 if no t-time algorithm has probability of at least ϵ + 1/2 in
solving the Decision Linear problem in G1.

3 Construction for Conjunction-only Access Structures

In this section, we present the design of AdHocSign when the access structure is a
conjunction-only logical expression of attributes as T = aT,1 ∧ · · · ∧ aT,s, where each
aT,i (i = 1, · · · , s) is an attribute.

3.1 Algorithms
The following algorithms implement the primitives defined in Section 2.

CO Setup. The setup algorithm chooses the following system parameters: (i) a finite
field of integers Zp where p is a large prime number, (ii) a multiplicative cyclic and
bilinear group G1 of prime order p, (iii) bilinear map E: G1×G1 → G2, (iv) a generator
g of group G1, and (v) a secret element γ ∈ Zp.

CO AttributeInit(a). The attribute initialization algorithm takes as input an attribute
a, and outputs a secret number denoted as αa, where αa is picked from Zp uniformly
at random. αa is also stored at vector S at index a; i.e., S[a]← αa.



CO UserInit( e,A[e], S). The user initialization algorithm takes the following inputs:
(i) user ID e, (ii) the set A[e] = {ae,i|i = 1, · · · , ne} of attributes assigned to user e,
and (iii) the set S of secret numbers for attributes. The algorithm outputs a private key
of the user, i.e., gske = ⟨xe, {(ae,i, Ae,ae,i)|i = 1, · · · , ne}⟩, where xe is picked from

Zp uniformly at random and Ae,ae,i = g
αae,i
γ+xe .

CO AccessStructureInit(T , S). The algorithm takes as inputs the access structure T
and the set of secrets S for all attributes. It picks raT,i

(i = 1, · · · , s) from Zp uniformly
at random, for each attribute aT,i present in T . Then, it computes and outputs the pub-
lic key gpkT = ⟨T, {raT,1 , · · · , raT,s}, gT , wT ⟩, where gT = g

∑s
k=1(raT,k

·αaT,k
) and

wT = gγT .

CO Sign(gpkT ,gske,M ). The inputs of the signature generation algorithm include
(i) gpkT : the public key regarding access structure T for which a signature is to be
generated; (ii) gske: the private key held by user e for whom the signature is to be
generated; and (iii) M : the message to be signed.

The algorithm outputs σM,T , signature of message M regarding T . The signa-
ture is generated in the following steps: If user e does not have all attributes present
in T , NULL is returned. Otherwise, the following steps are executed. (i) Âe,T ←∏s

i=1 A
raT,i
e,aT,i ; (ii) σM,T ← BSG Sign({gT , wT }, {Âe,T , xe},M). Here, BSG Sign

is the signing primitive in the group signature scheme proposed by Boneh and Shacham,
{gT , wT } is the public key, and {Âe,T , xe} is the user private key.

CO Revoke(gpkT ,gske). This algorithm takes as inputs the public key gpkT for a
certain access structure T and the private key gske for a certain user e. It computes
the revocation token of e regarding T as grtT [e]←

∏s
i=1 A

raT,i
e,aT,i . Then, the algorithm

returns grtT [e].

CO Verf(gpkT ,RLT ,σ,M ). To verify if σ is a signature of message M regard-
ing access structure T , the verification algorithm takes the public key gpkT and the
list RLT of revocation keys as inputs. The algorithm can be implemented by calling
BSG V erf({gT , wT }, RLT , σ, M). Here, BSG V erf is the revocation primitive
in the group signature scheme proposed by Boneh and Shacham.

CO Trace(M,σ, grtT ). It can be implemented by calling BSG Trace(M,σ, grtT ).

3.2 Security Analysis

The security properties of our design are stated in the following theorems, which are
proved in [12].

Theorem 1. If a user e has all attributes in a conjunction-only access structure T , then

{CO V erf(gpkT , RLT , CO Sign(gpkT , gske,M),M) = valid} ⇔ {grtT [e] ̸∈ RLT }.
Theorem 2. If the (q, t′, ϵ′)-SDH assumption holds in G1, the AdHocSign scheme for
conjunction-only access structures is (t, qH , qS , n,m, ϵ)-traceable, where n = q − 1,
ϵ = 8n

√
ϵ′qH + 2n/p, and t′ = Θ(1) · (t+m · q).

Theorem 3. The AdHocSign scheme for conjunction-only access structures is (t, qH ,
qS , n, m, ϵ)-selflessly-anonymous assuming the (t′, ϵ′) Decision Linear assumption
holds in group G1 for ϵ′ = ϵ

2 (
1
n2 − qSqH

p ) and t′ = Θ(1) · (t+mn).



4 Construction for General Access Structures
To lay the foundation for our construction for general access structures, the construction
for disjunction-only access structures is presented first, which is then extended to the
construction for general access structures.

4.1 Construction for Disjunction-only Access Structures
A disjunction-only access structure can be represented as T = aT,1 ∨ · · · ∨ aT,s, where
each aT,i (i = 1, · · · , s) is an attribute.

DO Setup. The algorithm is the same as CO Setup, except that (i) a secret ξ is also
randomly chosen from Zp, and (ii) hash functions H1 : Zp ×Zp ×Zp ×Zp → G1 and
H2 : Zp × Zp × Zp → Zp are chosen.

DO AttributeInit(a, N ). The algorithm takes two inputs: a which is ID of the at-
tribute, and N which is an integer. The algorithm outputs N secret numbers to be as-
sociated with attribute a, denoted as αa,i for i = 1, · · · , N , where each αa,i is picked
from Zp uniformly at random. All these secret numbers are recorded in vector S[a].

DO UserInit( e, A[e], S). The inputs to the algorithm include the user ID e, the set
of attributes A[e] = {ae,i|i = 1, · · · , ne} owned by the user, and the set of secret keys
S = {αae,i,j |i = 1, · · · , ne; j = 1, · · · , N} for the above attributes. The algorithm
outputs the private key for user e, i.e., gske = ⟨ xe, { (ae,i, A′

e,ae,i,1, · · · , A′
e,ae,i,N

)

|i = 1, · · · , ne } ⟩, where xe is picked from Zp uniformly at random, A′
e,ae,i,j

=

Ae,ae,i,j ·H1(e, ae,i, j,H2(ξ, ae,i, j))
−1 for j = 1, · · · , N , and Ae,ae,i,j = g

αae,i,j

γ+xe .

DO AccessStructureInit( T , S). The inputs to the algorithm include the access struc-
ture T and the set of secret keys S for all attributes. The algorithm picks rT from Zp

uniformly at random. For each aT,i, the algorithm also picks δT,i from {1, · · · , N}
such that αaT,i,δT,i is a secret associated with aT,i that has not been used in access
structure initialization before. If such δT,i cannot be found successfully, the primitive
fails. Otherwise, the algorithm computes and outputs the following public key regard-
ing T : gpkT = ⟨ T , R̃T , gT = grT , wT = gγT ⟩, where R̃T = {( rT,i =

rT
αaT,i,δT,i

, δT,i,

hT,i = H2(ξ, aT,i, δT,i) )| i = 1, · · · , s}.

DO Sign(gpkT , gske, M ). The signature generation algorithm takes as inputs public
key gpkT regarding T , private key gske of user e, and message M . It outputs signature
σM,T on message M regarding T for user e as follows: If user e does not have any
attribute appearing in T , NULL is returned. Otherwise, assuming the user owns at-
tribute aT,i, the user computes Ae,aT,i,δT,i

= (A′
e,aT,i,δT,i

) ·H1(e, aT,i, δT,i, hT,i) and

Âe,T = A
rT,i

e,aT,i,δT,i
, and returns σM,T = BSG Sign({gT , wT }, {Âe,T , xe},M).

DO Verify(gpkT ,RLT ,σ,M ). The algorithm is the same as CO Verify.

4.2 Construction for General Access Structures: The Algorithms
Based on the schemes for disjunction-only and conjunction-only access structures, the
scheme for general access structures is designed as follows.

G Setup, G AttributeInit(a,N ), G UserInit(e, A[e], S) and G Verify(gpkT , RLT ,
σ, M ). The algorithms are the same as DO Setup, DO AttributeInit, DO UserInit and
CO Verify, respectively.



G AccessStructureInit(T , S). The inputs to the algorithm include the access structure
T as defined in Equations (1) and (2), and the set of private keys S. For each DTi =
aT,i,1 ∨ · · · ∨ aT,i,si , the algorithm picks rT,i from Zp uniformly at random. Then, for
each aT,i,j that is a part of DTi, the algorithm finds δT,i,j from {1, · · · , N} such that
αaT,i,j ,δT,i,j

is a secret associated with attribute aT,i,j and has not been used in access
structure initialization before, and computes rT,i,j =

rT,i

αaT,i,j ,δT,i,j
. If such δT,i,j for

j = 1, · · · , si cannot be found in {1, · · · , N} successfully, the primitive fails. Finally,
the algorithm computes and outputs the following public key: gpkT = ⟨ T , { (rT,i,j ,
δT,i,j , hT,i,j) |i = 1, · · · , s; for each i, j = 1, · · · , si}, gT = g

∑s
i=1 rT,i , wT = gγT ⟩,

where hT,i,j = H2(ξ, aT,i,j , δT,i,j).

G Sign(gpkT , gske, M ). The algorithm takes as inputs public key gpkT regard-
ing T , private key gske of user e, and message M . It computes and outputs signature
σM,T as follows: If the attributes owned by user e do not satisfy T , NULL is returned.
Otherwise, assuming the user owns attribute aT,i,ki for i = 1, · · · , s, the user com-
putes Âe,T =

∏s
i=1[A

′
e,aT,i,ki

,δT,i,ki
·H1(xe, aT,i,ki , δT,i,ki , hT,i,ki)]

rT,i,ki and returns

σM,T = BSG Sign({gT , wT }, {Âe,T , xe}, M).

G Revoke(gpkT ,gske) This algorithm takes as inputs the public key gpkT for a cer-
tain access structure T and the private key gske for a certain user e. It computes the
revocation token of e regarding T as grtT [e] ← Âe,T , where the computation of Âe,T

is the same as step 2 in primitive G Sign. Then, the algorithm returns grtT [e].

G Trace(M,σ, grtT ). This can be implemented with BSG Trace(M,σ, grtT ).

4.3 Security Analysis
Theorem 4. If the attributes owned by a user e satisfy an access structure T as defined
in Equation (1), then

{G V erf(gpkT , RLT , G Sign(gpkT , gske,M),M) = valid} ⇔ {grtT [e] ̸∈ RLT }.

Theorem 5. If the (q, t′, ϵ′)-SDH assumption holds in G1, then the AdHocSign scheme
for general access structures is (t, qH , qS , n,m, ϵ)-traceable, where n = q − 1, ϵ =
8n
√
ϵ′qH+2n/p, t′ = O(t·m·N), and N is the maximum number of secrets associated

with each attribute.

Theorem 6. The AdHocSign scheme for general access structures is (t, qH , qS , n,
m, ϵ)-selflessly-anonymous assuming the (t′, ϵ′) Decision Linear assumption holds in
group G1 for ϵ′ = ϵ

2 (
1
n2 − qSqH

p ), where t′ = Θ(1) · (t + m · n · N), and N is the
maximum number of secrets associated with each attribute.

The theorems are proved in [12].

5 Related Work
Attribute based encryption (ABE) [1,8,3] provides fine-grained access control to shared
data. With ABE, data are encrypted based on their access structures, where an access
structure is a logical expression over attributes. A user is able to decrypt a piece of data
if and only if she owns the access attributes that satisfy the access policy. However,



ABE does not provide accountability. Though it ensures that only authorized users can
access the data, it is hard to trace who have accessed the data.

With group signature schemes [2,5,4,7,6,9] every member of a group can sign a
message anonymously on behalf of the group, a verifier of the signature can determine
whether the singer is a valid member of the group without knowing the identity of the
signer, but a trusted authority is able to trace out the identity of the signer when nec-
essary. Different from these works, our proposed AdHocSign is a new group signature
scheme that not only inherits the features of accountable and anonymous signature gen-
eration/verification, but also enables on-the-fly formation of new groups according to a
newly defined access structure (policy). If the AdHocSign is used together with ABE,
accountable attribute-based fine-grained access control can be realized.

Khader proposed attribute based group signature schemes [10,11], with a similar
design goal as that of AdHocSign. However, a signer in the schemes should inform the
verifier of the attributes he/she owns for signature verification. On the contrary, Ad-
HocSign does not let the verifier know what attributes are owned by a singer (unless the
access structure is a conjunction-only expression of attributes), and therefore provides
more privacy preservation.

6 Conclusion
We have presented a new group signature scheme for dynamically formed groups, to
support accountable and anonymous access to outsourced Data. Rigorous security anal-
ysis of the scheme has been conducted to prove its selfless-anonymity and traceability
based on the hardness assumption of q-SDH and Decisional Linear problems.
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